K.K.Wagh Institute of Engineering Education and Research in coordination with other colleges Run by K.K.Wagh Education Society organized “K K Wagh- SME Meet 2016”. This meet was held on 3rd May-2016, (Tuesday) between 5.30PM to 9.30 PM in K K Wagh College of Engineering Campus.

The programme was conducted in two sessions. First session in Engineering College Building and Second Session was held in the Engineering college ground and the meet was followed by dinner in Lawn Tennis and Volley Ball ground.

The objective of “K K Wagh-SME Meet” was to enhance industry-institute interactions to understand the industry expectations from Engineering Graduates, To Explore Projects and
Industrial Training for students and staff, to explore joint research and consultancy work to industries and to understand problems of SME and explore solutions for the same.

“K K Wagh- SME” meet was attended by around 300 Owners/Directors/Managers of different SMEs of in and around Nasik and also office bearers of several of industrial and governmental organizations like CII, NIMA, and CREDAl etc

Principals, HODs and around 500 staff members run by K.K.Wagh Education Society interacted with the Owners/Directors/Managers of different SMEs.

About the Program

To have one to one interaction between staff and industry participants, Session I was held in the five different quadrangles simultaneously and each Quadrangle/Blocs were named from A to E alphabetical numbers. In each Quadrangle there were around 60 industry Owners/Directors/Managers and equal number of staff for the interaction.

The program started with the registration between 5.30 to 6.00 PM followed by presentation of Glimpses of K K Wagh Education Society and then welcome speech by various principals and HODs of various colleges run by K K Wagh Education Society. Quadrangle discussion started at 6.30 PM and ended at 7.30PM.

After the Quadrangle discussion, Session II started in Engineering College Play ground at 7.40 PM by welcome speech and presentation by Principal, Dr.K.N.Nandurkar. He shared the details about K.K.Wagh Education Society and its institutes, facilities available, academic performance and achievements of students, research and consultancy works carried out by institutes and the placement statistics. This presentation was followed by welcome of the trustees and Owners/Managers by principal. In session II, Prof D Nathe, Jt. Director DTE, Nashik was the chief guest and it was witnessed by Shri Balasaheb Wagh(President KKWES), Shri Tarle Dada(Hon. Vice President KKWES) and all other Trustees and Honorable Secretary of KKWES.

Two members from each Quadrangle presented the summary of outcomes/conclusion of the discussion. Mr. Sudhir Mutalik, Director Positive Metering and also CII Chairman, Nashik and Mr.Jitendra Thakker, Chairman of Thakker Developers summarized the entire discussions. Prof
D Nathe shared his live experiences and assured the industry people for developing a mechanism for bridging the skill gap.

Industrial Participants suggestions are documented and a Mechanism will be developed from these inputs enhancing K K Wagh and SME interactions for the mutual benefits.

In the end vote of thanks was proposed by TPO Dr. Pramod Shahabadkar
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